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Identify the source of missteps in your marriage - and learn exactly what you can do about them!
Tired of arguing with your spouse over the same old issues? Longing for a marriage with less
conflict and more intimacy? Struggling under a load of resentment? In How We Love,
relationship experts Milan and Kay Yerkovich draw on the powerful tool of attachment theory to
show how your early life experiences created an "intimacy imprint" - an underlying blueprint that
shapes your behavior, beliefs, and expectations of all relationships, especially your marriage.
They identify four types of injured imprints that combine in marriage to trap couples in a
repetitive dance of pain. The groundbreaking principles and practical, solution-focused tools in
this book will equip you to...Identify the imprints disrupting your marriageUnderstand how your
love style impacts your mateBreak free of negative patterns that hinder your
relationshipEnhance your sexual intimacyCreate the deeper, richer marriage of your
dreamsDiscover the truths that have transformed countless relationships - including the authors'
marriage - so you can stop stepping on each other's toes and instead be swept along by the
music of a richer, more passionate relationship.





annied, “Well written.. This book is well written, easy to understand and lends information to help
figure out how or why relationships work or don’t. I also found it helpful in identifying how and
why I personally react the way I do. It is written from a Christian perspective, but I did not find it
offensive, though I’m not a Christian.”

Laura Capaldo, “Insightful book I wish I had read years ago.. I purchased 2 more of these books
1 for my married daughter, one for my son who is in the pre marriage phase. I included three
hilighters. One for each party and one for what the carried through from their parents.”

portia, “Wonderful wonderful book!. Not only do I utilize this book in my own life, but it’s an easy
gift for other couples excited to have more tools in their toolbox. I always feel good about giving
this book!”

harry vahradian, “Great work book. Tough questions that make you think. Do the work and get
better or stay stubborn and enjoy those results. If its everybody else's fault, you dont need this .
But you know better”

Stephen, “Interesting perspective. Was a hard read. But interesting”

Ebook Library Reader, “Best book. This book is written succinctly in easy to read language. I
recommend this to a lot of my patients with relationship difficulties!! Helped my marriage
immensely”

Lila, “Pivotal real science peppered with religious babble. I say this with the deepest respect, as I
grew up in a Christian household: I wish I could recommend this book to more people. It is an
excellent source of cutting edge revolutionary science on how to relate and heal with other
human beings. However, I'd have to gift my secular friends with a black Sharpie were I to buy this
for them so they could scratch out the religious mumbo jumbo. Some of the passages, theology,
and references sited are fairly sound in their application to the material, but some of it is a fluffy
round peg squished and stuffed into an oval -- kind of contrived. I understand that the authors
purposely targeted a Christian audience, so the book had to be written in this way. There is *so*
much gaslighting from pulpits everywhere about practically everything, including the idea that
psychology is unnecessary or even harmful (all you need is the Bible, right?), forgetting the fact
that the God who authored the Bible also authored His Creation (including humans!) which we
study through science (including psychology!). Christian researchers who want to be heard at all
have to weave religious jargon into their works. If you are a Christian and benefit from religion
being interwoven into your scientific studies, this book will change your life. If you are secular
and can let your eyes periodically glaze over, this book will also also change your life. It's



**excellent**.”

Someone Somewhere, “Helpful, but read the Five Love languages book first.. This book is more
about recognizing hurtful/destructive patterns, whereas the Five Love Languages is more about
here is how to speak to your loved one's need for love. I liked how the authors used plenty of
examples to explain their premise, but it needs more examples of what the desired behavior(s)/
action(s) should be. I found it more like these are this type of behavior and fit in this box, but not
enough of and here is how to change or move from that type of behavior to one that is positive. If
you are looking at this or the Five love Languages book, get that one, this is at best more of a
diagnosis book of problematic thinking/behaviors and how/why you are doing them and to
recognize that these behaviors will sabotage the "love" in your relationship. They do have some
helpful material referenced from their site and the Comfort Circle and "holding time" activities are
brilliantly explained and great tools to add to improve and maintain your relationship. I'd like to
see more on healthy love styles and behaviors and examples to assist parents and those that
want more help ensuring they are fostering a healthy "love" environment and lifestyle. Thanks”

Andy Fraser, “I highly recommend it.. This is a book for counsellors and for people who want to
understand themselves in the light of attachment theory. It's written by practising counsellors
and comes to life by the telling of real-life stories as it looks at the 6 main love-styles we may find
ourselves living out.Your experience of attachment to parents in early years will have shaped you
in one direction or another when it comes to close friendships and especially romantic
relationships. As a qualified counsellor myself, I've learned a lot about myself as I've used the
questionnaires in the book and also helped others to reflect on their own patterns of behaviour,
using them. This is one of my top 3 or 4 books on making marriage work, although of course it
will help you understand how you tend to form any kind of relationship.  I highly recommend it.”

Mrs. D. M, “Buy it!. Very helpful for self reflection which enables behavioural changes to get the
relationship you want. Helps you to realise here some of your beliefs and behaviours come from,
that they are not your own, and you can then find the real you. Would definitely recommend”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing book. Very informative, builds upon attachment theory, easy to
read and probably the most helpful book out of all self help books. Very interesting to read just to
understand human behavior.”

Duderino, “A good addition for counsellors. Good book. Well written with case studies. You don't
need the work if you just want to use it for an understanding of how we attach.”

Milie, “Review. Must read for any couples!This book gives a great explanations tools as how to
build a strong and lasting relationship. I think it works not only for couples but also friendships”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,341 people have provided feedback.
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